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FLAME
MODEL MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION Not to be Sold on 

Marketplace
MAP MSRP LIST

XLF100

100" IgniteXL Linear Electric Fireplace - Lifelike Multi Fire XD LED flame technology, diamond like acrylic ember bed with 
sparkle effect, seven pre

‐

set colour effects plus custom mode. Comfort$aver Heating System safely and efficiently 
warms up to 1,000 sq. ft. LCD display with capacitive touch controls and multi

‐

function remote.  Installation options: fully 
recessed or partially recessed  – hard

‐

wire connection only, 1500W/120V or 2500W/240V. Includes removeable trim to 
finish rough opening installations (drywall/tile). Ships complete in 1 carton.

X $2,899.99 $2,899.99 $2,900.00

XLFTRIM100 Black metal trim, compatible with XLF100. Allows installation of IgniteXL into a 2"x4" wall construction. $253.99 $254.00

LF100DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for the XLF100. Adds an organic look complimenting a traditional décor. 
Driftwood piece and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. Includes loose river rock and 2 large 
piece of driftwood. Ships in 2 cartons.

$219.99 $200.00

XLF74

74" IgniteXL Linear Electric Fireplace - Lifelike Multi Fire XD LED flame technology, diamond like acrylic ember bed with 
sparkle effect, seven pre

‐

set colour effects plus custom mode. Comfort$aver Heating System safely and efficiently 
warms up to 1,000 sq. ft. LCD display with capacitive touch controls and multi

‐

function remote.  Installation options: fully 
recessed or partially recessed – hard

‐

wire connection only, 1500W/120V or 2500W/240V. Includes removable trim to 
finish rough opening installations (drywall/tile). Ships complete in 1 carton.

X $2,549.99 $2,549.99 $2,550.00

XLFTRIM74 Black metal trim, compatible with XLF74. Allows installation of IgniteXL into a 2"x4" wall construction. $199.99 $200.00

LF74DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for  the BLF74, BLF7451, XLF74 and the XLF60. Adds an organic look 
complimenting a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. 
Includes loose river rock and 2 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 2 cartons.

$138.99 $135.00

XLF60

60" IgniteXL Linear Electric Fireplace - Lifelike Multi Fire XD LED flame technology, diamond like acrylic ember bed with 
sparkle effect, seven pre

‐

set colour effects plus custom mode. Comfort$aver Heating System safely and efficiently 
warms up to 1,000 sq. ft. LCD display with capacitive touch controls and multi

‐

function remote.  Installation options: fully 
recessed or partially recessed – supplied ready to hard

‐

wire, optional plug kit included, 1500W/120V or 2500W/240V. 
Includes removeable trim to finish rough opening installations (drywall/tile). Ships complete in 1 carton.

X $2,349.99 $2,349.99 $2,431.00

XLFTRIM60 Black metal trim, compatible with XLF60. Allows installation of IgniteXL into a 2"x4" wall construction. $167.99 $176.00

LF74DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for  the BLF74, BLF7451, XLF74 and the XLF60. Adds an organic look 
complimenting a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. 
Includes loose river rock and 2 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 2 cartons.

$138.99 $135.00

XLF50

50" IgniteXL Linear Electric Fireplace - Lifelike Multi Fire XD LED flame technology, diamond like acrylic ember bed with 
sparkle effect, seven pre

‐

set colour effects plus custom mode. Comfort$aver Heating System safely and efficiently 
warms up to 1,000 sq. ft. LCD display with capacitive touch controls and multi

‐

function remote.  Installation options: fully 
recessed or partially recessed – hard

‐

wire connection only, 1500W/120V or 2500W/240V. Includes removeable trim to 
finish rough opening installations (drywall/tile). Ships complete in 1 carton.

X $2,149.99 $2,149.99 $2,200.00

XLFTRIM50 Black metal trim, compatible with XLF50. Allows installation of IgniteXL into a 2"x4" wall construction. $144.99 $145.00

LF50DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for the BLF50, BLF5051 and XLF50. Adds an organic look complimenting 
a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. Includes loose 
river rock and 1 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 1 carton.

X $103.99 $100.00

BLF7451

74" Prism Series Linear Electric Fireplace  Seven pre set colour effects plus customizable Prism mode. Lifelike LED 
flame technology, diamond

‐

like acrylic ember bed with sparkle effect, floating LED display, membrane controls, and 
multi

‐

function remote. Two installation options:  fully recessed into new construction wall or wall mount.  Hard

‐

wire 
connection. 1230W/2430W, 120V/240V. Optional plug kit available BLF7451-PLUG-KIT. Ships complete in 1 carton. 

$1,869.99 $1,869.99 $1,785.00

BLF7451-PLUG-KIT Plug kit convert to outlet for BLF7451 for use with 120V only. $60.49 $55.00

LF74DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for  the BLF74, BLF7451, XLF74 and the XLF60. Adds an organic look 
complimenting a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. 
Includes loose river rock and 2 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 2 cartons.

$138.99 $135.00

BLF5051

50" Prism Series Linear Electric Fireplace  Seven pre set colour effects plus customizable Prism mode. Lifelike LED 
flame technology, diamond

‐

like acrylic ember bed with sparkle effect, floating LED display, membrane controls, and 
multi

‐

function remote. Three installation options: fully recessed, partially recessed or wall mount – pre-wired with plug kit, 
includes junction box for direct-wire  connection. 1230W/120V. Ships complete in one carton. 

$1,319.99 $1,319.99 $1,260.00

LF50DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for the BLF50, BLF5051 and XLF50. Adds an organic look complimenting 
a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. Includes loose 
river rock and 1 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 1 carton.

X $103.99 $100.00

DT1267BLK Cohesion - Surround in Black finish for BLF50 and BLF5051. $384.99 $384.99 $368.00

BLF3451

34" Prism Series Linear Electric Fireplace  Seven pre set colour effects plus customizable Prism mode. Lifelike LED 
flame technology, diamond

‐

like acrylic ember bed with sparkle effect, floating LED display, membrane controls, and 
multi

‐

function remote. Three installation options: fully recessed, partially recessed or wall mount – pre-wired with plug kit, 
includes junction box for direct-wire  connection. 1230W/120V. Ships complete in one carton. 

$824.99 $824.99 $788.00

LF34DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for both the BLF34 and the new BLF3451. Adds an organic look 
complimenting a traditional décor. Driftwood piece and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. 
Includes loose river rock and 1 large piece of driftwood. Ships in 1 carton.

$80.89 $78.00

BLF74
74" Galveston Linear Electric Fireplace - 100% LED flame technology with Glass Ember Bed and 3-stage remote control. 
Two installation options:  fully recessed into new construction wall or wall mount.  Hard

‐

wire connection, optional plug kit 
sold separately. 1230W/2430W, 120V/240V. Optional plug kit available BLF-PLUG-KIT. Ships complete in 1 carton. 

X $1,649.99 $1,575.00

BLF-PLUG-KIT Plug kit to convert to outlet for BLF74 for use with 120V only. $60.49 $55.00

LF74DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for  the BLF74, BLF7451, XLF74 and the XLF60. Adds an organic look 
complimenting a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. 
Includes loose river rock and 2 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 2 cartons.

$138.99 $135.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

BLF50
50" Synergy Linear Electric Fireplace - 100% LED flame technology with Glass Ember Bed and 3-stage remote control. 
Three installation options: fully recessed, partially recessed or wall mount – pre-wired with plug kit, includes junction box 
for direct-wire  connection. 1230W/120V. Ships complete in one carton. 

X $1,099.99 $1,050.00

LF50DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for the BLF50, BLF5051 and XLF50. Adds an organic look complimenting 
a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. Includes loose 
river rock and 1 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 1 carton.

X $103.99 $100.00

DT1267BLK Cohesion - Surround in Black finish for BLF50 and BLF5051. $384.99 $384.99 $368.00

LF50DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for the BLF50, BLF5051 and XLF50. Adds an organic look complimenting 
a traditional décor. Driftwood pieces and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. Includes loose 
river rock and 1 large and 1 small piece of driftwood. Ships in 1 carton.

X $103.99 $100.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

Wall Mounts (Linear/On Wall) & Accessories
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BLF34
34" Wickson Linear Electric Fireplace - 100% LED flame technology with Glass Ember Bed and 3-stage remote control.  
Three installation options: fully recessed, partially recessed or wall mount – pre-wired with plug kit, includes junction box 
for direct-wire  connection. 1230W/120V. Ships complete in one carton. 

X $714.99 $683.00

LF34DWS-KIT
Driftwood & River Rock Accessory Kit  suitable for both the BLF34 and the new BLF3451. Adds an organic look 
complimenting a traditional décor. Driftwood piece and river rocks allow just the right amount of light to sparkle through. 
Includes loose river rock and 1 large piece of driftwood. Ships in 1 carton.

$80.89 $78.00

FLAME
MODEL MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION Not to be Sold on 

Marketplace
MAP MSRP LIST

RBF42
42” Revillusion - Direct-wire Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-depth design, 
mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes multi-function remote control.  
Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately.  Ships in one carton.  

X $1,869.99 $1,869.99 $1,840.00

RBF42WC
42” Revillusion - Weathered Concrete -  Direct-wire Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, 
ThruView full-depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes multi-
function remote control.  Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately.  Ships in one carton.  

X $1,869.99 $1,869.99 $1,840.00

RBFL42FC ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, FRESH CUT, REVILLUSION, 36"/42" X $329.99 $329.99 $340.00
RBFL42BR ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, BIRCH, REVILLUSION, 36"/42"   X $329.99 $329.99 $340.00
RBFDOOR42 42" Revillusion door kit. Accessory for the RBF42. $357.49 $351.00
RBFGLASS42 42" Revillusion solid glass front. Accessory for the RBF42. $318.99 $313.00

RBFPLUG
Plug kit to convert to outlet for RBF30, RBF36, RBF36P & RBF42. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V 
only. Note: Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval prior to installation. Wall thermostat 
not compatible with plug kit.

$59.39 $63.00

RBF36
36” Revillusion Landscape - Direct-wire Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-
depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes multi-function 
remote control.  Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately.  Ships in one carton.  

X $1,649.99 $1,649.99 $1,620.00

RBF36WC
36” Revillusion Landscape - Weathered Concrete -  Direct-wire Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame 
panel, ThruView full-depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes 
multi-function remote control.  Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately.  Ships in one carton.   

X $1,649.99 $1,649.99 $1,620.00

RBFL42FC ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, FRESH CUT, REVILLUSION, 36"/42" X $329.99 $329.99 $340.00
RBFL42BR ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, BIRCH, REVILLUSION, 36"/42"    X $329.99 $329.99 $340.00
RBFDOOR36 36" Revillusion landscape door kit. Accessory for the RBF36. $302.49 $298.00
RBFGLASS36 36" Revillusion landscape solid glass front. Accessory for the RBF36. $263.99 $262.00

RBFPLUG
Plug kit to convert to outlet for RBF30, RBF36, RBF36P & RBF42. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V 
only. Note: Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval prior to installation. Wall thermostat 
not compatible with plug kit.

$59.39 $63.00

RBF36P
36” Revillusion Portrait -  direct-wire  Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-depth 
design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes multi-function remote 
control.  Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately.  Ships in one carton.

X $1,649.99 $1,649.99 $1,625.00

RBF36PWC
36” Revillusion Portrait - Weathered Concrete - direct-wire  Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame 
panel, ThruView full-depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes 
multi-function remote control.  Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately.  Ships in one carton. 

X $1,649.99 $1,649.99 $1,625.00

RBFL42FC ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, FRESH CUT, REVILLUSION, 36"/42" X $329.99 $329.99 $340.00
RBFL42BR ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, BIRCH, REVILLUSION, 36"/42"    X $329.99 $329.99 $340.00
RBFDOOR36P 36" Revillusion portrait door kit. Accessory for the RBF36P. $318.99 $313.00
RBFGLASS36P 36" Revillusion portrait solid glass front. Accessory for the RBF36P. $280.49 $275.00

RBFPLUG
Plug kit to convert to outlet for RBF30, RBF36, RBF36P & RBF42. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V 
only. Note: Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval prior to installation. Wall thermostat 
not compatible with plug kit.

$59.39 $63.00

RBF30
30” Revillusion Direct-wire Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-depth design, 
mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes multi-function remote control.  
Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately. Ships in one carton.  

X $1,264.99 $1,264.99 $1,242.00

RBF30WC
30” Revillusion - Weatherd Concrete - Direct-wire Firebox with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, 
ThruView full-depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,440 W/120 V, 1,975 W/208 V, 2,575 W/240 V.  Includes multi-
function remote control.  Optional door kits, glass kits and plug kits sold separately. Ships in one carton.  

X $1,264.99 $1,264.99 $1,242.00

RBFL30FC ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, FRESH CUT, REVILLUSION, 30" X $285.99 $285.99 $295.00
RBFL30BR ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, BIRCH, REVILLUSION, 30" X $285.99 $285.99 $295.00
RBFDOOR30 30" Revillusion door kit. Accessory for the RBF30.  $274.99 $273.00
RBFGLASS30 30" Revillusion solid glass front. Accessory for the RBF30. $241.99 $239.00

RBFPLUG
Plug kit to convert to outlet for RBF30, RBF36, RBF36P & RBF42. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V 
only. Note: Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval prior to installation. Wall thermostat 
not compatible with plug kit.

$59.39 $63.00

RBF30TRIM38 TRIM, 38", RBF30  $175.99 $181.00
RBF30TRIM44 TRIM, 44", RBF30   $186.99 $192.00

RBF24DLX
24” Revillusion Plug-in Firebox with Herringbone Backer, Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-
depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,500 W/120 V.  Includes multi-function remote control, plug kit, front glass and 
Comfort Saver technology. Can also be hardwired.  Ships in one carton.  Optional Installation Trim sold separately. 

X $1,044.99 $1,044.99 $1,077.00

RBF24DLXWC

24” Revillusion Plug-in Firebox with Weather Concrete Backer, Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, 
ThruView full-depth design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,500 W/120 V.  Includes multi-function remote control, plug kit, 
front glass and Comfort Saver technology. Can also be hardwired.  Ships in one carton.  Optional Installation Trim sold 
separately. 

X $1,044.99 $1,044.99 $1,077.00

RBFL24FC ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, FRESH CUT, REVILLUSION, 24" X $263.99 $263.99 $272.00
RBFL24BR ACCESSORY KIT, LOGSET, BIRCH, REVILLUSION, 24"      X $263.99 $263.99 $272.00
RBF24TRIM36 TRIM, 36", RBF24   $142.99 $147.00
RBF24TRIM40 TRIM, 40", RBF24   $153.99 $159.00

Fireboxes & Firebox Accessories

Wall Mounts (Linear/On Wall) & Accessories
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BM3033-1801W
Christina (Buildrite series) - Classic fireplace mantel with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a White finish. Can 
be installed surface mounted or flush-mounted built-in. Can be used with either a BFSL33 or RBF30 firebox sold 
separately. 

  $769.99 $794.00

BM3033-1801BW
Christina (Buildrite series) - Classic fireplace mantel with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a Burnished Walnut 
finish. Can be installed surface mounted or flush-mounted built-in. Can be used with either a BFSL33 or RBF30 firebox 
sold separately. 

  $769.99 $794.00

BM3033-1801RO
Christina (Buildrite series) - Classic fireplace mantel with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a Rift Oak finish. 
Can be installed surface mounted or flush-mounted built-in. Can be used with either a BFSL33 or RBF30 firebox sold 
separately. 

  $769.99 $794.00

BMT-1801TR Faux Travertine Surround for BM3033-1801W & BM3033-1801BW.  **WHILE SUPPLIES LAST   $109.99 $113.00

BF45DXP 45" Direct-wire Firebox - 1440W/120V, 2100W/208V, 2700W/240V with brick refractory and LED pulsating Logs. Optional 
door kits, glass kits, trim kits and plug kits sold separately.

$1,264.99 $1,264.99 $1,247.00

BFDOOR45BLKSM Black, single pane, bi-fold look glass door. Accessory for the BF45DXP $323.39 $318.00
BFGLASS45BLK Black, single pane, tamperproof glass door. Accessory for the BF45DXP $323.39 $318.00
BF4TRIM45 4 piece black decorative trim. Accessory for the BF45DXP $150.14 $148.00
BFRC-KIT 3-stage remote control kit for BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, and BF45DXP. $82.49 $113.00

BFPLUGE
Plug kit to convert to outlet for BF33, BF39 & BF45. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V only. Note: 
Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval PRIOR to installation. Wall thermostat option 
not available with plug kit.

$57.74 $57.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

BF39DXP 39" Direct-wire Firebox -  1440W/120V, 2100W/208V, 2700W/240V with brick refractory and LED pulsating Logs. Optional 
door kits, glass kits, trim kits and plug kits sold separately.

$1,033.99 $1,033.99 $1,021.00

BFSDOOR39BLK Swing glass door with black accents. Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $369.59 $363.00
BFDOOR39BLKSM Black, single pane, bi-fold look glass door. Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $288.74 $284.00
BFGLASS39BLK Black, single pane, tamperproof glass door. Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $288.74 $284.00
BF4TRIM39 4 piece black decorative trim.  Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $138.59 $136.00
BFRC-KIT 3-stage remote control kit for BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, and BF45DXP. $82.49 $113.00

BFPLUGE
Plug kit to convert to outlet for BF33, BF39 & BF45. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V only. Note: 
Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval PRIOR to installation. Wall thermostat option 
not available with plug kit.

$57.74 $57.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

BF39STP 39" Direct-wire Firebox - 1440W/120V, 2100W/208V, 2700W/240V.  Optional door kits, glass kits, trim kits and plug kits 
sold separately.  

$978.99 $978.99 $964.00

BFSDOOR39BLK Swing glass door with black accents. Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $369.59 $363.00
BFDOOR39BLKSM Black, single pane, bi-fold look glass door. Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $288.74 $284.00
BFGLASS39BLK Black, single pane, tamperproof glass door. Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $288.74 $284.00
BF4TRIM39 4 piece black decorative trim.  Accessory for the BF39DXP & BF39STP $138.59 $136.00
BFRC-KIT 3-stage remote control kit for BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, and BF45DXP. $82.49 $113.00

BFPLUGE
Plug kit to convert to outlet for BF33, BF39 & BF45. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V only. Note: 
Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval PRIOR to installation. Wall thermostat option 
not available with plug kit.

$57.74 $57.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

BF33DXP 33" Direct-wire Firebox - 1440W/120V, 2100W/208V, 2700W/240V with brick refractory and LED pulsating Logs. Optional 
door kits, glass kits, trim kits and plug kits sold separately. 

$923.99 $923.99 $907.00

BFSDOOR33BLK Swing glass door with black accents. Accessory for the BF33DXP $265.64 $261.00
BFDOOR33BLKSM Black, single pane, bi-fold look glass door. Accessory for the BF33DXP $230.99 $227.00
BFGLASS33BLK Black, single pane, tamperproof glass door. Accessory for the BF33DXP $230.99 $227.00
BF4TRIM33 4 piece black decorative trim. Accessory for the BF33DXP $138.59 $136.00
BFRC-KIT 3-stage remote control kit for BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, and BF45DXP. $82.49 $113.00

BFPLUGE
Plug kit to convert to outlet for BF33, BF39 & BF45. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V only. Note: 
Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval PRIOR to installation. Wall thermostat option 
not available with plug kit.

$57.74 $57.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

BFSL33 33" Slim Direct-wire Firebox - 1440W/120V, 2100W/208V, 2700W/240V. 100% LED flame technology with hand finished 
LED Logs. Includes 3-stage remote control and optional 3 piece trim kit. Optional door kit and plug kit sold separately

$879.99 $879.99 $851.00

BFSL33DOOR Black, single pane, tamperproof glass door. Accessory for the BFSL33 $115.49 $113.00

BFPLUGE
Plug kit to convert to outlet for BF33, BF39 & BF45. Includes plug & 7' cord (approx.) for use with 120V only. Note: 
Building codes vary by location, verify product meets local code approval PRIOR to installation. Wall thermostat option 
not available with plug kit.

$57.74 $57.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

BM3033-1801W
Christina (Buildrite series) - Classic fireplace mantel with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a White finish. Can 
be installed surface mounted or flush-mounted built-in. Can be used with either a BFSL33 or RBF30 firebox sold 
separately. 

  $769.99 $794.00

BM3033-1801BW
Christina (Buildrite series) - Classic fireplace mantel with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a Burnished Walnut 
finish. Can be installed surface mounted or flush-mounted built-in. Can be used with either a BFSL33 or RBF30 firebox 
sold separately. 

  $769.99 $794.00

BM3033-1801RO
Christina (Buildrite series) - Classic fireplace mantel with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a Rift Oak finish. 
Can be installed surface mounted or flush-mounted built-in. Can be used with either a BFSL33 or RBF30 firebox sold 
separately. 

  $769.99 $794.00

BMT-1801TR Faux Travertine Surround for BM3033-1801W & BM3033-1801BW.  **WHILE SUPPLIES LAST   $109.99 $113.00

Fireboxes & Firebox Accessories
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PF2325HL 25" firebox - with diamond-like acrylic ember bed, on screen display and multi-function remote $699.99 $714.99 $738.00

PF2325HG 25" firebox - with diamond-like acrylic ember bed, on screen display and multi-function remote $699.99 $714.99 $738.00

PF3033HL 33" firebox - with logs, on screen display and multi-function remote $1,049.99 $1,154.99 $1,191.00

PF3033HG 33" firebox - with diamond-like acrylic ember bed, on screen display and multi-function remote $1,049.99 $1,154.99 $1,191.00

DF3015 30" Self-trimming Firebox - 1500W, 120V, with multi-function remote control.  Ships in one carton. X $1,099.99 $1,099.99 $1,078.00

DF3033ST 33" Firebox - widescreen with Logs, includes multi-function remote control. X $1,049.99 $1,154.99 $1,191.00

WRCPF-KIT Wall Remote - Controls flame on/off and thermostat settings for BFSL33, BF33DXP, BF39STP, BF39DXP, BF45DXP, 
BLF34, BLF50, BLF74 and DF3033ST.

$82.49 $113.00

DF28L-PRO 28" Firebox, Landscape, Front Mount, Log Media  X $802.99 $802.99 $828.00

DF28DWC-PRO 28" Firebox - Landscape, Front Mount, Media & Drift Wood  X $802.99 $802.99 $828.00

DF26L-PRO 26" Firebox, Landscape, Front Mount, Log Media  X $692.99 $692.99 $714.00

DF26DWC-PRO 26" Firebox - Landscape, Front Mount, Media & Drift Wood  X $692.99 $692.99 $714.00

Fireboxes & Firebox Accessories
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FLAME
MODEL MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION Not to be Sold on 

Marketplace MAP MSRP LIST

RLG25
25” Revillusion Masonry fireplace log set with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-depth 
design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,500 W/120 V.  Includes multi-function remote control and ember mat. Ships in one 
carton.  

X $494.99 $494.99 $526.00

RLG25BR Log Set, 25" Insert, Revillusion- BIRCH LOGS  X $494.99 $549.99 $588.00

RLG25FC Log Set, 25" Insert, Revillusion- FRESH CUT LOGS  X $494.99 $549.99 $588.00

RLG20
20” Revillusion Masonry fireplace log set with Revillusion flame technology, Mirage flame panel, ThruView full-depth 
design, mood lighting and Realogs, 1,500 W/120 V. Includes multi-function remote control.  Optional ember mat (model 
number REM-KIT) sold separately.  Ships in one carton.  

X $296.99 $296.99 $298.00

REM-KIT Revillusion Log grate ember mat. Accessory for the RLG20. $80.84 $84.00

RLG20BR Log Set, 20" Insert, Revillusion- BIRCH LOGS  X $329.99 $351.99 $360.00

RLG20FC Log Set, 20" Insert, Revillusion- FRESH CUT LOGS  X $329.99 $351.99 $360.00

DFI2310 23" Logset - Deluxe fireplace insert,1375W, 120V, with LED Logs and an on/off remote. Does not include trim or spark 
screen. Ships in one carton.

 $384.99 $397.00

DFI23TRIMX Expandable Trim Kit for DFI2309 (6A) and DFI2310(6A). Includes trim, spark screen and hardware.  $265.64 $261.00

FLAME
MODEL MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION Not to be Sold on 

Marketplace
MAP MSRP LIST

TDS8515TC Celeste Stove in a Gloss Cream finish. Ships in one carton X $499.99 $499.99 $511.00

TDS8515TB Celeste Stove in a Gloss Black finish. Ships in one carton X $499.99 $499.99 $511.00

CS33116A Compact electric stove - in a Matte Black finish and working door.  $186.99 $193.00

CS-12056A Electric Stove with a Matte Black finish. Ships in one carton  $164.99 $171.00

DMCS13R Mini Cube Stove - in a Red Gloss finish with glowing coal bed. Ships in one carton.   $131.99 $136.00

Logsets & Accessories

Stoves
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GBF1500-PRO

60” Opti-myst® Pro 1500 Built-in Electric Firebox (CDFI-BX1500) with Media Plate, 1 x 1000mm Cassette and 1 x 500mm 
Cassette(CDFI1000-PRO & CDFI500-PRO)and front glass pane (FG1500), install as a single sided unit or remove the 
included hi-gloss backer panel and convert to a see-through design, contains a discrete heater. 1,460 W/120 V. Includes 
multi-function remote control. Optional log set (CDFILOG-KIT), back glass pane (GBF1500-GLASS) for see through 
installations and plumb kit (CDFIPLUMB-KIT) sold separately. Ships in 4 cartons.  

X $5,639.97 $5,639.97 $5,568.00

CDFI1000-PRO
Opti myst® Pro 1000mm Cassette (40”)  New improved flame height, plus spacers and slots for customable flame width 
and pattern.  Ideal for commercial applications, connect multiple units to create dramatic linear installations.  Ships in 1 
carton.  Optional log kit, plug kit and plumbing kit sold separately.  Does not include a heater. 

X $2,639.99 $2,639.99 $2,592.00

CDFI500-PRO
Opti myst® Pro 500mm Cassette (20”)  New improved flame height, plus spacers and slots for customable flame width 
and pattern.  Ideal for commercial applications, connect multiple units to create dramatic linear installations.  Ships in 1 
carton.  Optional log kit, plug kit and plumbing kit sold separately.  Does not include a heater. 

X $1,429.99 $1,429.99 $1,404.00

CDFI-BX1500 60” Opti-myst® Pro 1500 Heat Accessory - install as a single sided unit or remove the included hi-gloss backer panel and 
convert to a see-through design, contains a discrete heater. 1,460 W/120 V.

$1,159.99 $1,134.00

FG1500 Opti myst® - Pro Box Glass Pane - front glass pane for CDFI-BX1500 . $409.99 $412.00

GBF1500-GLASS Opti myst® - Pro Box Glass Pane - rear glass pane, for see-through applications using the CDFI-BX1500. $409.99 $412.00
CDFILOG-KIT3 Log set accessory for the CDFI1500-PRO $692.00 $732.00
CDFI1500-BLKRCK Black Rock Media for GBF1500-PRO $296.99 $309.99
CDFI1500-RVRCK River Rock Media for GBF1500-PRO $296.99 $309.00

CDFI1500-DWSKIT Driftwood Media for GBF1000-PRO, GBF1500-PRO and CDFI1000-PRO (1) Driftwood Media - 1000 & (1) Driftwood 
Media - 500

$329.99 $340.00

CDFIPLUMB-KIT
Plumbing kit for Opti myst Pro 500mm/1000mm Cassette  Optional plumbing kit allows for continuous water supply, 
eliminating the need to fill water reservoirs. Complete with an overflow safety sensor, automatically shuts off the water 
supply to prevent any leaks. Ships in 1 carton.

$76.99 $78.00

CDFI-PLUGKIT Plug kit to convert to outlet for CDFI1000P, CDFI1000-PRO, CDFI500P & CDFI500-PRO for use with 120V only. $65.99 $65.00

CDFI-TMHEAT Independent Built-in Heater.  Can be used independently or can be paired with for CDFI1000-PRO or CDFI500-PRO $164.99 $164.99 $170.00

GBF1000-PRO

40” Opti-myst® Pro 1000 Built-in Electric Firebox (CDFI-BX1000) with Media Plate, 1000mm Cassette (CDFI1000-PRO) 
and front glass pane (FG1000), install as a single sided unit or remove the included hi-gloss backer panel and convert to 
a see-through design, contains a discrete heater. 1,460 W/120 V. Includes multi-function remote control. Optional log set 
(CDFILOG-KIT), back glass pane (GBF1000-GLASS) for see through installations and plumb kit (CDFIPLUMB-KIT) sold 
separately. Ships in three cartons.  

X $3,629.99 $3,629.99 $3,564.00

CDFI1000-PRO
Opti

‐

myst® Pro 1000mm Cassette (40”) 

‐

 New improved flame height, plus spacers and slots for customable flame width 
and pattern.  Ideal for commercial applications, connect multiple units to create dramatic linear installations.  Ships in 1 
carton.  Optional log kit, plug kit and plumbing kit sold separately.  Does not include a heater. 

X $2,639.99 $2,639.99 $2,592.00

CDFI-BX1000 40” Opti-myst® Pro 1000 Heat Accessory - install as a single sided unit or remove the included hi-gloss backer panel and 
convert to a see-through design, contains a discrete heater. 1,460 W/120 V.

$769.99 $756.00

FG1000 Opti myst® - Pro Box Glass Pane - front glass pane for CDFI-BX1000 . $274.99 $275.00
GBF1000-GLASS ACCESSORY, PRO BOX REAR GLASS PANE $274.99 $275.00
CDFILOG-KIT Log set accessory for the CDFI1000-PRO $461.99 $488.00
CDFI1000-BLKRCK Black Rock Media for GBF1000-PRO and CDFI1000-PRO $197.99 $205.00
CDFI1000-RVRCK River Rock Media for GBF1000-PRO and CDFI1000-PRO $197.99 $205.00
CDFI1000-DWSKIT Driftwood Media for GBF1000-PRO and CDFI1000-PRO $219.99 $227.00

CDFIPLUMB-KIT
Plumbing kit for Opti myst Pro 500mm/1000mm Cassette  Optional plumbing kit allows for continuous water supply, 
eliminating the need to fill water reservoirs. Complete with an overflow safety sensor, automatically shuts off the water 
supply to prevent any leaks. Ships in 1 carton.

$76.99 $78.00

CDFI-PLUGKIT Plug kit to convert to outlet for CDFI1000P, CDFI1000-PRO, CDFI500P & CDFI500-PRO for use with 120V only. $65.99 $65.00

CDFI-TMHEAT Independent Built-in Heater.  Can be used independently or can be paired with for CDFI1000-PRO or CDFI500-PRO $164.99 $164.99 $170.00

Opti-Myst & Accessories
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CDFI500-PRO
Opti myst® Pro 500mm Cassette (20”)  New improved flame height, plus spacers and slots for customable flame width 
and pattern.  Ideal for commercial applications, connect multiple units to create dramatic linear installations.  Ships in 1 
carton.  Optional log kit, plug kit and plumbing kit sold separately.  Does not include a heater. 

X $1,429.99 $1,429.99 $1,404.00

CDFILOG Log set accessory for the CDFI500-PRO $230.99 $244.00
CDFI500-TRAY Media Tray for CDFI500-PRO $76.99 $80.00
CDFI500-BLKRCK Black Rock Media for CDFI500-PRO $98.99 $103.00
CDFI500-RVRCK River Rock Media for CDFI500-PRO $98.99 $103.00
CDFI500-DWSKIT Driftwood Media for CDFI500-PRO $109.99 $113.00

CDFI-TMHEAT Independent Built-in Heater.  Can be used independently or can be paired with for CDFI1000-PRO or CDFI500-PRO $164.99 $164.99 $170.00

CDFI1000-PRO
Opti myst® Pro 1000mm Cassette (40”)  New improved flame height, plus spacers and slots for customable flame width 
and pattern.  Ideal for commercial applications, connect multiple units to create dramatic linear installations.  Ships in 1 
carton.  Optional log kit, plug kit and plumbing kit sold separately.  Does not include a heater. 

X $2,639.99 $2,639.99 $2,592.00

CDFI500-PRO
Opti myst® Pro 500mm Cassette (20”)  New improved flame height, plus spacers and slots for customable flame width 
and pattern.  Ideal for commercial applications, connect multiple units to create dramatic linear installations.  Ships in 1 
carton.  Optional log kit, plug kit and plumbing kit sold separately.  Does not include a heater. 

X $1,429.99 $1,429.99 $1,404.00

DFI400CH
Opti-Myst Cassette with Heat Receptacle (with curved black tray) -  400mm insert with revolutionary ultrasonic 
technology to create the flame and smoke effect. Includes remote control. Does not include a heater.  Ships in one 
carton.

X $1,199.99 $1,199.99 $1,200.00

DFI400LH Opti-Myst Cassette with Heat Receptacle (with Logs) -  400mm insert with revolutionary ultrasonic technology to 
create the flame and smoke effect. Includes remote control. Does not include a heater.  Ships in one carton. X $1,199.99 $1,199.99 $1,200.00

RB400 Halogen Bulbs for Opti-Myst, Four Pack $46.99 $48.00

CDFIPLUMB-KIT
Plumbing kit for Opti myst Pro 500mm/1000mm Cassette  Optional plumbing kit allows for continuous water supply, 
eliminating the need to fill water reservoirs. Complete with an overflow safety sensor, automatically shuts off the water 
supply to prevent any leaks. Ships in 1 carton.

$76.99 $78.00

CDFI-PLUGKIT Plug kit to convert to outlet for CDFI1000P, CDFI1000-PRO, CDFI500P & CDFI500-PRO for use with 120V only. $65.99 $65.00

CDFI-TMHEAT Independent Built-in Heater.  Can be used independently or can be paired with for CDFI1000-PRO or CDFI500-PRO $164.99 $164.99 $170.00

CDFI1000-TRAY Media Tray for CDFI1000-PRO $153.99 $159.00

FLAME
MODEL MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION Not to be Sold on 

Marketplace
MAP MSRP LIST

VF5452L Opti-V Duet - Utilizes unprecedented technology to render flames and sparks for a virtual fireplace experience like no 
other.  Includes remote control. Does not include heater. 64W/120V Must be direct-wired. Ships in one carton. X $5,939.99 $5,939.99 $5,832.00

VF2927L Opti-V Solo - Utilizes unprecedented technology to render flames and sparks for a virtual fireplace experience like no 
other.  Includes remote control. Does not include heater. 32W/120V Must be direct-wired. Ships in one carton. X $3,189.99 $3,189.99 $3,132.00

OT1957-BLACK TRIM FOR OPTI-V SOLO or AQUARIUM - FULLY ASSEMBLED BLACK FINISH X $439.99 $432.00

VFA2927 X $3,189.99 $3,189.99 $3,132.00

OT1957-BLUE TRIM FOR OPTI-V AQUARIUM - FULLY ASSEMBLED BLUE FINISH X $439.99 $432.00
OT1957-BLACK TRIM FOR OPTI-V SOLO or AQUARIUM - FULLY ASSEMBLED BLACK FINISH X $439.99 $432.00

GOSA-1957B AQUARIUM PACKAGE - FULLY ASSEMBLED, includes OT1957-BLUE & VFA2927P - PLUG-IN unit.  Ships in 2 cartons X $4,179.99 $4,179.99 $4,104.00

OMA-1957B AQUARIUM CASE ONLY - FULLY ASSEMBLED, includes OT1957-BLUE .  Ships in 1 carton $1,099.99 $1,099.99 $1,080.00

VFA2927P Opti-V Aquarium - Plug-in.  Uses unprecedented technology to render a virtual aquarium experience that is stunningly 
beautiful and maintenance free. 32W/120V PLUG IN. Ships in one carton. X $3,079.99 $3,079.99 $3,029.00

OT1957-BLUE TRIM FOR OPTI-V AQUARIUM - FULLY ASSEMBLED BLUE FINISH X $439.99 $432.00
OT1957-BLACK TRIM FOR OPTI-V SOLO or AQUARIUM - FULLY ASSEMBLED BLACK FINISH X $439.99 $432.00

Opti-V

Opti-Myst & Accessories
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GDS30RBF-1801W Christina (Buildrite series) Fireplace Package which includes: RBF30, RBFGLASS30,RBFPLUG & BM3033-1801W.  4 
boxes total   $2,309.99 $2,272.00

GDS30RBF-1801BW Christina (Buildrite series) Fireplace Package which includes: RBF30, RBFGLASS30,RBFPLUG & BM3033-1801BW.  
4 boxes total   $2,309.99 $2,386.00

GDS30RBF-1801RO Christina (Buildrite series) Fireplace Package which includes: RBF30, RBFGLASS30,RBFPLUG, & BM3033-1801RO.  
4 boxes total   $2,309.99 $2,386.00

GDS30L3-1086W Essex - Classic fireplace package with fluted columns, carved dentil molding and a White finish. Includes DF3015 30" log 
firebox and multi-function remote control. Ships in two cartons. Mantel assembly is required.  ** WHILE SUPPLIES LAST  X $1,539.99 $1,539.99 $1,548.00

DM28-1942WL Anthony - Mantel in a Natural Walnut finish. Firebox sold separetely, compatible with DF28L-PRO & DF28DWC-PRO   ** 
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

$538.99 $529.99

DM28-1944W Crystal - Mantel in a White finish. Firebox sold separetely, compatible with DF28L-PRO & DF28DWC-PRO  **WHILE 
SUPPLIES LAST

$912.99 $896.00

DM26-1152LR Featherston - Ledge Rock theme fireplace package with a man-made stone and recessed header with wooden accents.  
Mantel assembly is required.  Firebox sold separetely, compatible with DF28L-PRO & DF28DWC-PRO   $1,271.99 $1,216.00

SSE-ST-9040 Fieldstone (with Logs)- Mantel in a Man-Made Stone finish.   Mantel assembly is required.   Firebox sold separetely, 
compatible with DF28L-PRO & DF28DWC-PRO   $1,271.99 $1,216.00

DM28-1941WE Heather - Mantel in a Wedgewood Grey finish.  Firebox sold separetely, compatible with DF28L-PRO & DF28DWC-PRO   
**WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

$604.99 $596.00

DM33-1310RG Linwood - Mantel in a Rift Grey finish. Firebox sold separetely, compatible with PF3033HL, PF3033HG & DF3033ST . 
Mantel is fully assembled.

$414.99 $417.00 $417.00

DM28-1968SG Madison - Mantel in a Stone Grey finish.  Firebox sold separetely, compatible with DF28L-PRO & DF28DWC-PRO 
**WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

$692.99 $683.00

Fireplace Mantels
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DIR15A10GR 1500W, 120V INDOOR/OUTDOOR IR HEATER WITH REMOTE CONTROL $499.99 $486.00

DIR18A10GR 1800W, 240V INDOOR/OUTDOOR IR HEATER WITH REMOTE CONTROL $529.99 $518.00

DIR22A10GR 2200W, 240V INDOOR/OUTDOOR IR HEATER WITH REMOTE CONTROL $579.99 $562.00

DIR30A10GR 3000W, 240V, INDOOR/OUTDOOR IR HEATER WITH REMOTE CONTROL $1,199.99 $1,151.17

DSH20W 2000W REFLECTIVE IR HEATER 579.99 502.32

DSH40WS DIMPLEX 4KW WITH PERMANENT LOCATION STAND 1465.12

DSHSTAND DSH FLOOR MOUNTED TOWER KIT 279.99 261.62

DSHCMB DSH SERIES CEILING MOUNTING BRACKET KIT 189.99 166.40

MODEL MODEL NUMBER DESCRIPTION Not to be Sold on 
Marketplace

MAP MSRP LIST

N350 NECTRE 30,000 BTU WOOD-FIRED OVEN $2,999.99 $2,999.99 $3,272.00

N350W NECTRE 30,000 BTU WOOD-FIRED OVEN WITH WATER JACKET $3,399.99 $3,399.99 $3,751.00

N550 NECTRE 65,000 BTU WOOD-FIRED OVEN $3,899.99 $3,899.99 $4,317.00

N550W NECTRE 65,000 BTU WOOD-FIRED OVEN WITH WATER JACKET $4,299.99 $4,299.99 $4,745.00

N65 NECTRE 68,500 BTU  N65 WOOD BURNING STOVE  $3,999.99 $3,999.99 $4,685.00

Wood burning Fires

Outdoor Heaters
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